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| Abstract |

The Little Boy Who Became a Cow is a retelling of an age-old Korean folktale. My
adaptation tells the story of a stubbornly selfish boy who lacks respect for his mother. One
morning his mother breaks a jar of milk after she is unable to open the lid. They argue after he
overtly ignores his mother’s request for help cleaning up the mess. She forces him to head to the
nearby farm to get some fresh milk where his selfish ways lead him to steal a magical mask that
turns him into a cow. He, in his bovine form, is led into the field where he is forced to till the
fields. He ends the day in sweat and tears wishing to return to the warm comfort of his home and
the love of his mother.
In the evening, the gate to the pen creaks open and the boy is able to escape back home.
He peers in through the window and witnesses his mother crying as she cleans; waiting for her
son to come home. The boy collapses in the backyard out of sadness and exhaustion. During the
night he is magically returned to his human form. In the morning, his mother discovers him in
the backyard. The boy is overjoyed to be returned back to his mother in his human form and
from that day on he never took his mother for granted and never again hesitated to help her
around the house.
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| Inspiration, Context, & Ideation |
Since the very beginning, I knew I wanted to make something achingly personal that paid
tribute to my parents, echoed my struggles with my identity as both an Asian and American
woman, and honored my burgeoning commitment to contribute to the positive and accurate
representation of Asians in the media.
I wanted this project to pay tribute to my parents because so much of who I am and my
journey struggling to accept my Asian identity centers around my relationship with them. It was
a turbulent relationship that started with resentment and loathing and transformed into love and
respect. My parents were textbook immigrant Asian parents. An emotionally distant father and a
tiger mother. They left everyone they knew and immigrated from Korea to America, without
knowing a word of English, in the hopes of creating a better life. They worked endless hours so
that we could live just within the town lines of an affluent New England town with top rated
public schools. This meant I grew up in a predominantly white neighborhood where my high
school of almost 400 students housed four East Asian students, including myself. The only time I
saw someone who looked like me in the media, they were watered down to be flimsy over
heightened stereotypes who only served to be made fun of or fetishized. This harmful portrayal
of Asians in mainstream media meant that I was often bullied and ostracized for looking the way
I did. This led me to sever any connections I could with my Asian identity; Korean music,
language, food… even my family. Thankfully with age came empathy, perspective, and
forgiveness, from both myself and my parents. Together we slowly and awkwardly began healing
from the wounds we had previously caused each other.
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I wanted to tell this story in VR because of the joy that my family exhibited when they
first experienced content in the virtual space. I remember the first time I brought my VR headset
home and had my mother give it a try. My mother suffers from multiple ailments that limit her
ability to travel so I placed her within a virtual environment of a relaxing beach scene. My
mother instantly fell in love with it. She was floored by the concept that she could visit places
whether real or fantasy and enjoy it for small moments of time. Both sisters also took very well
to VR experiences. The COVID pandemic limited a lot of options for entertainment but with VR
they were able to visit France, see a whale underwater, even be front row at a concert. This
avenue of media allowed us the opportunity to experience so much more than what our physical
and financial context allowed. I had never seen a device bring so much joy and elicit so much
curiosity from my family. After seeing their response to experiencing things in the virtual space,
I knew I had to create my film in that same space.

...
The original story is about a boy who is incredibly lazy and loves to nap all day. One day
his sick mother asks for his help around the house and when he ignores her, she berates him
loudly. The boy yells that it is the matriarch's job to take care of the home and storms off to
escape her nagging. While he is walking down the road, he comes across an old man who entices
him over with a cow mask saying that the mask is magic and whoever wears it will become a
cow. The boy gains a sudden interest at the prospect of being able to eat and sleep all day; never
having to be told to work again. The boy wears the mask and is magically turned into a cow. The
old man cackles and forces him to the marketplace where he sells him to a farmer. He warns the
farmer to never feed the cow turnips as it is deathly allergic to them. The farmer takes him into
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his field and whips him to force him to work. The day ends and the boy realizes the meaning of
hard work and how his mother labors all day to provide for him. He cries out apologies to his
mother for not helping her more. No longer wanting to be subject to daily whippings from the
farmer, the boy ventures out to find a turnip to end his life of thankless servitude. He successfully
finds and eats a turnip and falls to the ground. The next morning, he wakes up and he is back to
being a human boy. He rushes back home to his mother where he becomes the model of a
hardworking boy. (1)
This is the story that I remember being read by my mother when I was child. I do not
have many fond memories of my childhood but of the few that I carry with me, my mother
reading Korean folktales to me are probably some of my favorites. We would be tucked in my
bed and she would read me Korean folktales while doing distinct and comical voices for each of
the characters. I wanted to re-tell this particular story for a few reasons. This story brings about a
lot of nostalgia for me and has a lot of sentimentality. It evokes good memories and positive
feelings towards my childhood. It is also a story that I grew up with but also a story that both my
parents grew up with. Lastly, the relationship between the boy and his mother reflects my own
relationship with my parents.

...
The environments and clothing of the characters are based on traditional Joseon era
architecture and garments. Traditional Korean environments and clothing are something that I do
not often see in Western media. With this film, I wanted to put them in the spotlight and highlight
their unique beauty.
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The Joseon dynasty was the last dynastic kingdom of Korea spanning a little over 500
years from 1392 to 1897. I chose this period because the clothing of this time period is still worn
today during special events in South Korea like weddings and the Lunar New Year. During this
period women wore a chima (skirt) and jeogori (jacket) and men wore baji (pants) and jeogori
(jacket). The jackets for both are constructed the same except the women’s jacket is cropped
shorter. (2)

(illustration of the chima/joegori and bagi/jeogori)

...
The film has no spoken dialogue, and all sound effects and music will have audio
descriptions. This will allow for a more inclusive experience as non-English speakers and
individuals who are deaf will be able to fully enjoy the experience without dealing with any
potential language barriers.
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| Resources & Initial Research |
Most of the resources I would need I had already acquired prior to starting this project. I
already owned a VR headset, a high end PC, a Cintiq drawing tablet, and software packages like
Maya, Unreal Engine, and the Adobe Creative Cloud Suite (specifically, Photoshop, After
Effects, Premiere Pro, and Media Encoder). I acquired an additional external hard drive to
supplement the one I was already using to backup data to, and a Pluralsight subscription to learn
about Unreal Engine blueprints.

...
Much of the preliminary research for this project centered around Joseon era clothing,
architecture, and music. I wanted to make sure that everything I was presenting came specifically
from Korean culture. Most of the time in Western media, East Asian cultures are used
interchangeably and seen monolithically. An early example of this is in a MADtv sketch that
aired in 2004 titled “Lady Samurai” (3). In the sketch an Asian man is introduced as a Japanese
samurai master who will be teaching some stunts. He is introduced as Guang Chen, which is a
Chinese name. He then starts speaking fluently in Korean. If you watch the scene with English
closed captions on, they read [speaking Japanese]. All three cultures are treated the same despite
having deeply distinct and unique languages, architectures, and histories.
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A more recent example of this would be with Disney’s Raya and the Last Dragon.
Disney marketed this film as a representational win boasting that much of the vocal cast was of
Asian descent (4). While this is true, the film portrays a Southeast Asian story with a
predominantly East Asian vocal cast. Southeast Asia and East Asia, while sharing similarities
amongst themselves, are incredibly different from one another, culturally. This amalgam of
multiple Southeast Asian cultures can be seen everywhere in the film. To name a few: the
fighting style seen in the movie is a mashup of Indonesian Pencak Silat and Thailand’s Muay
Thai, Raya sports an Indonesian dagger called the Keris as well as dual-stick weapons from the
Phillipines called Arnis (5). There is also a mixture of terms that originate from multiple
different Southeast Asian countries. Raya’s name comes from a Malay word meaning “feast”, her
animal companion is named Tuktuk after a Thai vehicle, she calls her father “Bo” which is a
Vietnamese term, and she refers to the baby girl as “Noi,” a Laos term.
While it is a step in the right direction to have a film that has Asian representation both
onscreen and off, the paucity of this nuanced representation allows for the perpetuation of the
idea that different cultures can be reductively blended into one entity. I wanted to ensure that
whatever I was creating was wholly and accurately Korean from the clothing down to the
instruments used in the background music.
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| Schedule: Fall Semester |
One of the perks of working on a retelling of a folktale is that the base story already
exists. The reworking of the story was all tied down during Thesis Prep the semester before
embarking on this journey. A few things were removed or altered based on whether we thought it
would translate well in the VR space since we would not be able to take advantage of traditional
flat screen film techniques like camera moves, transitions, or cuts.
For the Fall semester, the original schedule that I planned out required many revisions.
Having an exceedingly demanding schedule outside of school on top of working on my thesis
meant that I sometimes had to prioritize other things and push thesis work to the sidelines. I was
often met with burnout which meant some weeks went very unproductively regardless of my
priorities. There was also the fact that I was a rube with VR and completely unfamiliar with the
pipeline which led me to gravely underestimate the amount of time needed for testing and
troubleshooting.

(Fall Schedule for thesis pre-production)

Throughout the semester I tried to find ways to save time. I tested out Mixamo animation
loops to see if these could be used to help speed up the animation workflow and also learned
11

Advanced Skeleton for Maya so that I could see if autorigging was an option. It took a lot of trial
and error as the program is quite buggy and particular but in the end, I was able to get a
functional rig set up to show during my thesis committee review.
As the final few weeks of the semester approached, I had achieved my goals: have all
characters and environments ready for animation (modeled and rigged). Additionally, due to the
need for greyboxing, I also had my Unreal project file set up with a block out of the
environment. I also found a few incredibly thorough tutorials on Skillshare and Pluralsight that
walked through how to set up some basic VR functions in Unreal using Blueprints which
allowed me to set up the ability to teleport to a few key locations as well as reset the player
orientation to default in the VR headset.
My final Thesis Committee review for the Fall semester went well. I was able to present
a video recording of a test animation playing inside the VR environment with one of the sets and
one of the characters present. This test ran at max framerate for the Oculus Rift; 80fps. Nathan
mentioned that the weight painting on the autorigged characters felt messy so he requested I rig
them over on my own without the assistance of an auto-rigger. Meghdad mentioned that the
larger environment of a wooded area or a museum also did not work for him. He suggested
trying to find an environment that echoed the sets. Maybe even something that changed
depending on what set was active. Everyone agreed that the mixamo animations would not work.
The animations were too realistic and with my film being so stylized, they did not think this kind
of movement would lend itself well to the project.
With these suggestions, I entered the Winter Intersession with the intention of rigging my
characters over again and figuring out and modeling the larger environments before the start of
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the Spring semester so that I could stay on schedule and begin the Spring semester with
animation.
As always, life has quite the cruel sense of humor. At the start of Winter Intersession I got
very sick and was bed ridden for the majority of the break. While I was sick in bed I thought
about my Thesis quite a bit. I started to think about how it didn’t feel complicated enough and I
began to dislike the bulkiness of the characters. I went through a brief stage of redesigning where
the characters had more realistic proportions and features but I quickly abandoned that. I realized
that more realistic characters would need more refined weight painting as well as more realism in
their movements during animation. Instead, I ended up slightly altering the original design so
that the characters would have softer shoulders, thinner legs, and not be so round around the
torso.

(original and revised boy character design)
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| Schedule: Spring Semester |
I started the Spring semester off rigging my characters again manually as well as
modeling the set dressing assets. From there I did a very basic 3D block of the entire film to see
if the timing still worked. This block also served as a way for me to test whether the animations
would play correctly in the game engine. Blocking things out made sure to catch issues early on.
For example, blocking out the animation was the reason I realized I needed to add in an orient
joint to the rig for the characters to move properly around the scene. By catching this early on, I
avoided having to tediously re-animate everything. Blocking animation also allowed me to watch
the animation and see the transitions in VR. I decided to utilize the Maya to Unreal pipeline that
exported animations as FBX files instead of exporting them as Alembic caches as I had done in
previous animation projects. I chose this method so that I could gain experience in this workflow
which is more prevalent in the industry.
The schedule for the Spring semester altered a lot. By the fourth week, I didn’t really
even look at it anymore. I just kept important dates in mind. Picture lock, final committee review,
submission deadline. With these important deadlines, I wrote down what needed to be done by
then. This was a much better way to mark progress this semester since it took much longer to hit
milestones during production and my schedule was packed and required more flexibility.
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(Spring Schedule for thesis pre-production)

Halfway through the semester I was able to do a first pass spline of the animation. At this
point I still had a monumental amount of work left, so I reached out to a few Junior students to
see if I could get assistance with cleaning up the animation. I was able to recruit both Pavel
Kozulya and Joe Song to assist with cleaning up my splined animation. They each took
ownership of certain characters and worked cooperatively to clean their respective characters up
in all the scenes. With them handling the clean up, I was able to move forward into setting up the
finalized Unreal Environment.
During this time, I lost my original composer that I had secured the semester before.
David Thomas connected me to another Eastman music student who still needed a project to
collaborate on. We had two good progress check-ins but as finals loomed closer, she grew more
and more unresponsive. Two weeks before my thesis film was due, I informed her that due to the
lack of communication on her end, I did not feel confident that she would be able to deliver a
finished score to me in time and I would be moving forward with other options. I was able to
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find a composer of Fiverr.com for around $200 with a 5-7 day turnaround time which would give
me one week of time to implement the score into my film.
During the last three weeks, I was able to get a playable demo of the film working in VR.
This included the SOFA bumper as well as the end credits, all color laid out, and all animation
functioning and timed properly.
The remainder of the time was spent polishing animation, adding in sound effects, and
creating the 2D smoke effects for the transformation scenes.
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| Animatic |
Early on in the creation of this film, it was clear that telling a story in VR would be very
different from the traditional flat medium film. For one, I wouldn’t be able to take advantage of
traditional camera cuts to evoke emotion or move the story along. I also would not be able to
utilize camera angles like close ups in order to easily show character emotions to the audience.
This restriction mingled with the fact that I wanted the film to play out in a small scale dollhouse
meant that I would have to rely on broad and exaggerated actions to convey action, intent, and
emotion. It helped to think of this film as if it were a staged play to insure that the actions were
broad enough. Since the film was relying so heavily on physicality, I made the decision to
simplify animation by making the characters faces almost entirely static; the only thing that
moved was the characters’ eyebrows.
After tackling how to handle the lack of camera angles, I had to devise a way to transition
between scenes. I could have had the entire experience fade out to black and then fade back into
the next scene but I felt like that didn’t make much sense since the story was playing on such a
small scale and it ended up feeling like a cheat. Trying to be creative, I initially thought to make
the “stage” like a music box. It would pop up the first scene then go back down, you would hear
gears cranking, then it would pop back up to reveal the second scene. This ended up slowing the
film down because there was so much dead space where nothing was happening. This is when I
came up with the idea of the rotating screen door. It had the same feel as the music box but
required a lot less time for the scene change to occur.
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With all that in mind, I decided to forgo the creation of a traditional storyboard and
instead I began by writing down a list of important beats and moved straight into creating a
rough animatic. I began working in Photoshop as I was focusing more on beats and not
movement, but this was far more tedious than I expected, and I quickly pivoted to ToonBoom
Harmony instead.

(Screenshots of two scenes from the original animatic)

In the end, working in ToonBoom Harmony made creating the animatic a lot easier. Since
the background was static, I was able to keep it on its own layer and animate on layers over top
of it. I was also able to lower the opacity of this background layer to make it easy to distinguish
the action of the characters.
Much of the feedback for my first pass animatic was about timing. There needed to be
more time for the actions to take place and read clearly, more time in between actions that
occurred, and more time at the beginning of the scene before any action happened to establish
location.
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| Character Design |
Since the very beginning, I knew I wanted all the characters to be round and cute. I
wanted everything to be miniature, as if we were peering into a dollhouse. I also wanted
everything to look a bit like polymer clay. This was inspired by many childhood memories of
mine where I played with little Korean polymer clay magnets and keychain charms.

(Korean polymer clay creations)

(Character designs for the Boy, Mother, and Farmer characters)
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I kept the character designs simple but added in small details to bring out their character.
The farmer had dirt on his pants as well as a dirty wrap on his arm meant to be used to wipe his
brow of sweat. The mother character is wearing a traditional korean hanbok with a small pendant
on her hip of a cross to indicate that she holds her faith close. The little boy wears his hat around
his neck casually and has patches on his pants to show that he plays around a lot and gets holes
in his clothing that his mother must patch up. The cow character shares the same mole on his
snout as the boy and also has the same swoop in the front of his hair.
As I mentioned previously, I played with the idea of altering the style for the characters to
be more realistic during the Winter Intersession. This led me to sculpt out the characters in a
more realistic style. After battling with myself back and forth and reaching out to Kevin, I
decided to continue with the original concept. A new style for the characters would require more
refined retopology, more intense rigging and weight painting, and a more realistic and refined
style of animation. Not to mention restyling all of the environments. It also was a huge departure
to the original concept of having everything look like polymer clay dolls. I did end up taking the
original characters and altering their shape a bit. For the little boy and the farmer, I took out a lot
of the bulk of the torso so it would allow for cleaner deformations when bending. It also gave the
boy a more youthful look. For all three of the characters I refined the chest. Originally it was
very square and reminiscent of Lego characters. I softened and rounded them to take away the
bulkiness of that region as well.
Some additional changes were made to be more accurate to the culture. The boy’s bun
was changed into a low braid called “ttaheun meori”. Culturally, men wore their hair in topknot
buns only after they were married or reached a certain age. During the Joseon dynasty, men of all
classes wore their hair in this style. Nobility and scholars called it “Sangtu” and wore it with a
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headband while commoners called it “minsangtu” (6). With the mother I gave her one low bun
instead of three high ones. The hairstyle that allowed for multiple higher buns was reserved
mainly for nobility and was an indicator of higher social standing. I also altered the shape and
style of the feet for the male characters by making them smaller and giving them socks. The
socks were more accurate and the new shape would allow for better deformation and make the
character’s feet feel less clownish and clumsy.

(original character design)

(alternate style character design)
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(original design and revised design)

The final characters were simplified even further for multiple reasons from appeal to time
to technical difficulties. For example, the boy originally had fabric ties around his ankles and
shoes but I removed them because it streamlined the design and made it less busy, and the
mother’s dress was lengthened to remove the need to animate individual legs and simplify the
animation process for her walk cycle.
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| Environment Design |
With the characters being so soft and round, I decided to give the environment a bit more
structure. They would still have a short and squat look to them but they would have slightly
sharper angles. The edges would still have a bevel to them to make sure they were not a crisp 90
degrees. This allowed the film to retain its cute and soft look while giving enough contrast
between the characters and the environment.

(Environment blockouts for the home interior and the farmhouse)

I began blocking out the basic structures of the many environments to get a better feel for
the space. Once I was happy with the proportions of the larger pieces (buildings, gates, tables,
etc.), I went in and added additional assets to flesh out the scenes (grass, cups, plates, etc).
During my Fall Committee Review, it was advised that I go in and add additional wonk to the
environment to give it more charm. It was also brought to my attention that everything felt too
clean for a time where nothing was machine manufactured. So I went through to add more
variety to the shapes and silhouette of the assets.
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(Set 1 before and after Fall Committee review)

24

(Set 2 before and after Fall Committee review)
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I did not want the film to take place within some black void so I also created a master
environment. At first I created a museum scene where I envisioned the viewer could jump to
different cases that held some kind of Korean artifact and then jump to the case that housed the
dollhouse to begin the film. The general feedback to this was negative. It felt like this would
distract from the film and would create additional work that would not enhance the film in any
way. So I pivoted and created the interior of a Korean cottage. As time went on the room felt
very large and empty, the scale was awkward and it had an overall clumsy feel. I kept this
environment for the majority of the project and figured I would fix it up near the end if I had
time. Ultimately, I did have time to change it up and I created a small Korean bedroom. It was
much narrower and felt a lot less awkward. The doll house also felt more in place within this
space.

(Original museum environment)
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(Second pass of interior Korean cottage)

(Final interior of Korean bedroom)
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| Modeling, Texture, & Rigging |
This was my first time creating an animated film in VR and I knew a bulk of my time
would be spent on growing pains (due to unfamiliarity with the workflow) and troubleshooting
(due to the highly technical nature of the project). With this in mind, I decided to keep things as
simple as I could so that I could focus my energy on the more technical aspects of this project.
The models were all made in Maya and were kept very simple in form. This way I could
keep the polycount down as well as create the models themselves quickly. For example, the three
human characters were modeled in one workday and the cow in half that time. The environment
creation was simple as well but I did need to go back and forth a few times in and out of VR to
make adjustments so assets would not obscure the characters’ actions.
I decided that my materials would be flat colors. This meant that I did not have to worry
about sculpting any details, I wouldn’t have to go into Substance Painter to create textures, and
texel density would not be a concern so I wouldn’t have to UV unwrap things manually. This
would also help reduce memory consumption in Unreal since I would be able to create a single
master material and just instance it for each unique color in the film thus only having to generate
a single shader for everything.
Rigging was attempted using Advanced Skeleton 5 to unfavorable results. First and
foremost, it was incredibly buggy. Toggling back and forth between joint placement and skinning
would oftentimes lead to errors requiring me to start all over again. Sometimes the joint
orientation was off depending on if the joint was part of the original skeleton or added in as an
additional joint. The weight painting led to strange deformations and trying to adjust them by
manually weight painting would sometimes break the rigs requiring me to set everything up
again. So I proceeded to rig the characters manually. After all the characters had been rigged, I
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learned that rigging for Unreal Engine had a few key differences. For one, there had to be an
origin joint that always stayed at (0,0,0). This way the software knew the distance the rig would
travel if any translation data was applied for movement. Thankfully, adding an origin joint did
not require any weight paint refining as the origin joint did not have to carry any influence.
Every rig from the characters, to the sets, to the props had to incorporate this origin joint.

(left: boy rig without origin joint, right: boy rig with origin joint)
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| Unreal Engine Integration |
I initially blocked out very simple shapes for the room and the dollhouse environment
and brought them into Unreal. I added in a few lights and went through the process of
understanding how to play the level in VR and use the Oculus proprietary debugging tools to
check for framerate drops.
From there I utilized a tutorial by Nathan Glemboski on Pluralsight to set up some basic
functionality in VR like teleporting to a designated location, triggering an animation upon button
press, and resetting the headset orientation upon button press (7).

(Basic block out in Unreal Engine)
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(Blueprint setup for teleporting to a designated location on button press)

(VR Pawn setup with gaze overlap)

I used a tutorial on Pluralsight to set up the animations using the Sequencer. However, the
process required the use of Matinee to play the animations through and Matinee was retired from
Unreal a few iterations ago so this would no longer work.
I was set up with former RIT students, Emily Haldeman and Tim Stringer, who walked
me through the process of setting up a string of sequences in Unreal using Blueprints and timing
them to play one after the other using time delay nodes.
31

(Animation laid out using Sequencer)

(Animation laid out using Blueprints)

Near the end of the process of creating this film, I decided to streamline the VR
experience to simplify it even further due to technical issues. The sequence node along with the
delay node was working properly to time the film, however I was unable to get the film to play
on button push. Due to this, I made it so that the player teleports into the room in front of the doll
house and is given a set duration of time to look around. Then the music plays to prompt the start
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of the film meaning there was no need for any input from the user. I did maintain the ability to
reset the headset orientation so that viewers of different heights could enjoy the film at a
comfortable vantage point.
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| Animation |
Animation was done exclusively in Maya. There were a few iterations of animation
needed. I initially blocked everything using the global controls to get a feel for overall movement
and timing. After I incorporated the origin joint onto the rigs, I altered the blocking a bit. I placed
the global control at the starting point and then used the local control to move the character
around. This meant that the origin joint stayed with the global control and the distance could be
calculated in Unreal. Once I brought everything into Unreal and began setting up the VR
environment, I realized that I needed the origin joint to stay at (0,0,0). So I went through and
brought the global control to the center of the world and then keyed the starting position onto the
local control. This way the characters could utilize a single Blueprint in Unreal to calculate the
different starting positions for each scene.
After I was able to test out the entire block in Unreal and get the .fbx working properly, I
went through and did a rough spline pass of the animation to include secondary movement from
the arms, legs, head, etc. With a little over a month left until the project deadline, I recruited
Pavel Kozulya and Joe Song to facilitate cleanup. With them handling cleanup, I was able to
focus my energies wholly within Unreal to get all the Blueprints functioning properly. As they
finished up their cleanup, they would simply export the new .fbx animation and I would replace
and overwrite the older animation in unreal. If any timing changed, I would then have to update
the corresponding delay nodes to ensure that the timing stayed accurate. Since the music was a
loopable soundtrack, I did not have to worry too much about timing changes in my film even
after the picture lock had technically already passed.
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| FX |
At the start of this project I wanted to utilize Unreal’s Niagara system to create a bunch of
particle effects to further enhance the environment. Things like dust and smoke and water. Most
of this had to be scrapped due to time constraints. I ended up using a tutorial by Rimaye to create
the 2D smoke effects for when the cow mask and plow appears and for the transformation scenes
(8). Additionally, I added in a small level of emmissives to give it a glow to add to the magical
feel.

(Screenshot of 2D smoke during transformation scene)

| Music |
For the score, I knew I wanted something that sounded like traditional Korean music
mixed with some classical Western music. I wanted the music to represent not only my Korean
heritage but also my American upbringing as well.
After researching classical Korean artists, traditional Korean music, and current Korean
music, I came across the National Gugak Center. Their “Harmony Between Nature and Human”
was the perfect blend of both Korean and Western sound (9). This was the reference music I gave
to my composer to create the composition for my film.
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| Critique and Feedback |
I had two sets of screenings. One was the VR screening and one was the flat screening.
For the VR screening, the reception was overwhelmingly positive. Some of the critique I
received:
1. Take more advantage of the VR medium. Things like more interactivity with the film like
if you touch a flower then it will bounce, or if you touch the grass it will move around
2. The gray end credits plane is visible before the film ends and the player is transported
into the black done for the credits to play.
3. The screen that opens and closes, it might be better to understand the flow of action if the
screen had the ability to open and close from the left and the right depending on the
movement of the characters.
For the flat screening, the reception was mixed. A large amount of the feedback was because the
film is meant for VR and does not work on a flat medium. So things like: there should be
different camera angles, some of the environment assets obscures the characters’ actions, and
confusion as to why there were no transitions or camera moves. Other pieces of feedback:
1. The cow mask is difficult to see. It’s hard to know what it is and what animal it is
2. The animation needs work. The walk cycles snap and and the characters don’t plant their
feet on the ground a lot of the time and look like they are sliding around.
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| Reflections |
Looking back on the past year, I am incredibly proud of what I accomplished. Creating a
short film in VR was a monumental project to take on especially considering that I was not well
versed in Unreal and had no experience creating anything for the VR space. Tack on the fact that
I was taking additional classes at Animschool while working full time and it’s a miracle this film
was completed on time.
Constantly simplifying where I could as well as handing off animation clean up to Joe
and Pavel were integral to getting this film finished on time. It allowed me the time I needed to
troubleshoot and iron out the kinks I kept having in Unreal and its Blueprint system as I was
making the VR environment function properly.
This project required constant adapting. When one thing didn’t work out, I had to quickly
pivot to something else. From setting up the animation in Sequencer and then having to pivot to
the Sequence node in Blueprints to having multiple composers have to drop out of the project
and then having to come up with the funds to hire a paid composer to insure I received a finished
score in time.
Ultimately, I accomplished what I set out to do. I created a film in VR that told a story
from my Korean culture that I had a personal connection to. The ultimate validation for me was
bringing the film home and showing my family. It was a delicious layered cake of pride that I
gobbled up. My parents loved seeing something I worked on, they loved seeing a film in VR, and
they were so happy to see a Korean story be told. The film was always meant to be a way for me
to show my family that I appreciate them and thank them for supporting me after everything
we’ve been through. After witnessing them watching my film, I know that they understand how
grateful I am for everything they’ve sacrificed for me to live the life I get to live.
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